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If you think you’ve got some funny stories of dates gone
horribly awry, then you haven’t met H A L E Y WA L K E R
— the hapless heroine of Theresa Rebeck’s comic onewoman play Bad Dates. Rebeck, a Pulitzer-nominated
playwright who has also written
and produced for such television shows as Law and Order:
Criminal Intent, NYPD Blue, and L.A. Law, decided to mix
two things she was quite familiar with: dating and crimedrama. The result is the hilarious story of a single mother
and shoe aficionado bent on succeeding in New York’s
highly competitive restaurant business while finding
Mr. Right. There are only two tiny snags in that
plan: all the men out there are gay, married, or
crazy, and her restaurant… well, it’s owned
by Romanian mobsters. To learn more
about the mind behind the madness,
literary assistant Gabriel Davis
recently sat down at his
computer for an einterview with
Ms. Rebeck.

Dating Game

continued on page 2
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“There are no Golden Ages and no Dark
Ages, but only the ocean-like monotony
of the generations, of men under the
alterations of fair and foul weather.”
– Thornton Wilder on The Skin of Our Teeth

THE PLAY:
The Skin of Our Teeth
Wilder once said, “I can take care of my
immortal soul, but who’s going to take care of
my laundry?” The brilliant perspective that makes
Wilder worthy of our attention is his ability to
connect what is mundane and everyday in our
lives with what is eternal, timeless, and universal.
A fully connected life, Wilder tells us, requires
equal concentration on both. And he gives
both sides of life equal focus in The Skin Of
Our Teeth by dramatizing the entirety of human
history, with the most “average” or ordinary
stand-ins for all of humankind: a modern,
suburban family from New Jersey.
Endowing a typical middle-class family with
such epic signiﬁcance lends the play its satiric
ﬂavor. Wilder has aptly given this family the last
name Antrobus – taken from the Greek word
anthropos, meaning human or person. And
all of them exist on multiple levels as relatable
contemporary ﬁgures, biblical and mythic
ﬁgures, and ﬁnally as archetypes – classic,
even generic personality types familiar to all of
us (for example, motherhood, adultery, etc.).
For instance, the family’s patriarch George is
described in Wilder’s words as a “John Doe
or a George Spelvin or you – the average
American.” In the theatre, the name George
Spelvin is the John Doe equivalent: a generic
pseudonym traditionally used by actors.
George Antrobus is depicted as an everyman,
but he is also connected to Noah before the
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THE PLAY: The Skin of Our Teeth
continued from cover...

ﬂood. He is father to a typical, middle-class
American family and he is also Adam, father
to the human race.
George’s wife Maggie is Eve but she is
also a contemporary mother. At one point,
she takes on epic stature as Noah’s wife
before the ﬂood, but remains relatable as
she worries about whether her children
are wearing their raincoats or not. Maggie
also exists as a more general archetype of
motherhood: she represents the power and
ferocity of a mother’s love. As her maid puts
it, “If you want to know about Mrs. Antrobus...
just go and look at a tigress, and look hard.”
Wilder has made each member of the
Antrobus family simultaneously identiﬁable
in modern, mythical and biblical time periods
to underline his play’s message: no matter
how much the world may shift and transform
around us as time marches on, in successive
generations we are essentially the same. In
this way, Wilder’s characters are able to do
things as commonplace and everyday as
their laundry and in those familiar gestures
are able to tend to our “immortal souls,”
connecting us through suburban folk from
New Jersey to what is enduring and perhaps
even eternal in our humanity.

THE AUTHOR:
Thornton Wilder and his inﬂuences
“Literature has always
more resembled a torch
race than a furious dispute among heirs.”
– Thornton Wilder

The greatest of dramatists are brilliant borrowers and Wilder built a theatrical career
on arranging and excavating elements, from a life lived in literature, into fresh works
for the stage. Going as far back as Shakespeare’s canon of work, great playwrights
are notorious for borrowing plots, reconstructing old stories and myths and making
them their own. Wilder understood this. His view was that every
artist should recognize the “enormous tradition of indebtedness
from author to author.”
One author to whom Wilder is indebted is James Joyce, whose
novel Finnegan’s Wake inﬂuenced The Skin of Our Teeth. For
instance, Wilder ends The Skin of Our Teeth where it begins: with
Sabina standing at the window, worried for her survival because Mr.
Antrobus is not yet home. Joyce’s novel follows a cyclical structure
as well. The opening line of Joyce’s masterwork is the second half
of a sentence and the book ends with the ﬁrst half of that same
sentence; to complete it is to begin again. And like Mr. Antrobus of
Wilder’s play, Joyce’s protagonist Finnegan is both an everyman and
the father of man. Both protagonists are strong men, innovators but
ﬂawed. Both struggle to survive, fall into venial sin and error that leads
to their destruction (or near-destruction in Wilder’s) and are revived
by the love of a strong woman.
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Wilder takes some of the same philosophical material that Joyce
grapples with and frames it in an entirely new way: as a comic burlesque. The
idea came to Wilder when a chicken was put in his lap during Olsen and
Johnson’s screwball comedy, Hellzapoppin’. And what a choice! The
comedy is what gives the play its sense of upbeat optimism even as it
grapples with the darkest of themes: that we may go extinct at any moment
- in every generation we’re just barely hanging on by the skin of our teeth!
It was this unique approach to the material that won Wilder the Pulitzer for
this play and, as some modern theatre scholars contend – Pulitzer Prizewinning playwright, Paula Vogel, among them – it could have even won him
the Nobel Prize were it not for the barrage of criticism he received when the
play ﬁrst premiered.
At its opening, critics charged that The Skin of Our Teeth was little more
than an Americanized version of Joyce’s work; that the play was in some
way plagiarized. In a letter to “The Saturday Review of Literature” (which
he never sent), Wilder defended himself, saying that his play “moved into
its own independent existence through its insistence on being theatre...”
However, in the end, Wilder chose not to dignify the accusation with a
reply, perhaps because his own conception of the artist’s role did not follow
such a narrow, ego-driven view of ownership. As Harold Clurman put it,
Wilder “arranges ﬂowers beautifully, but does not grow them.”

Thornton Wilder

Wilder understood that his gift as dramatist lay in deft arrangement. Ever
humble, he hoped only that his efforts would point the way for future
generations: “The theatre has lagged behind the other arts in ﬁnding the ‘new
ways’ to express how men and women think and feel in our time. I am not one
of the new dramatists we are looking for. I wish I were. I hope I have played
a part in preparing the way for them. I am not an innovator but a rediscoverer
of forgotten goods and I hope a remover of unobtrusive bric-a-brac. And as
I view the work of my contemporaries I seem to feel that I am exceptional in
one thing – I give (don’t I) the impression of having enormously enjoyed it.”

THE MOONLIGHT ROOM,
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emotionally charged new
work may be called The Moonlight Room but,
ironically, the play hasn’t a trace of moonlight in it and the room of the title is just
an ideal, a fantasy that represents family
and safety and home to one young character.
Instead, the room in which the play does
take place is inherently energized with high
stakes, danger, and conflict. The setting is
a hospital emergency room, and the quality
of the light that fills Skyler’s dramatic landscape is the harsh fluorescent lighting of
the ER’s waiting area.

Tristine Skyler’s

at crossroads in their lives. In the case of The Moonlight
Room, the characters lives are intersecting at a critical point.’’
Skyler, who had acted but never written for the stage,
began the play ‘‘as an exercise’’ to see if she could use her
experience in the theatre ‘‘to teach myself how to write in
that medium.’’ The result of this ‘‘exercise’’ was an outpouring of critical praise. The New York Times critic Bruce Weber
called Skyler ‘‘a precocious talent,’’ pointing to the spoken
rhythms of her characters as ‘‘pitch-perfect.’’
Skyler’s dialogue is a unique fusion of realism, theatricality,
and humor. Her young characters speak in a combination of
articulate, educated verbiage and unnervingly accurate
street slang that highlights the presence of both promise
and peril in their lives. Characters use humor to protect
themselves, but they all slip into moments of near-soliloquy
where brief glimpses are gained into their most private

Here Skyler examines the youth culture and family dynam-

selves. ‘‘I am fascinated by how people escape them-

ics that have brought an apparently happy, well-adjusted

selves….How do they reveal, or hide, their true feelings?

teenager to overdose on drugs and caused his two friends to

And the trick of writing, to me, is to reveal the characters

try to manage the situation themselves. When their parents

to the audience in a way that doesn't betray them to

find out what’s going on and arrive, the importance of bridg-

themselves.’’

ing the generation gap and finding common ground takes on
a sense of life or death urgency.

In the end, The Moonlight Room is a wake-up call for both
parents and children to take a look at their relationships.

For Skyler, 33, finding common ground with her teenage

There is a pervading sense of mixed hope and dread — hope

characters meant working with at-risk youth in a child advo-

that these children will make it through these years of risk

cacy center — it also meant reconnecting with her own youth,

unscathed, and dread that they too will end up among the

when she felt the need to experiment with risky lifestyle

ranks of ‘‘the lost and the missing,’’ as one character calls

choices and watched some of her friends spin out of control.

post-9/11 New York. With a touch that is at once utterly

Skyler chose to put her characters in a hospital waiting

specific, human, and humorous, Skyler expresses an urgent

room because of a fascination that began when she adapted

need to hold onto a sacred space of intergenerational

some stories by Joyce Carol Oates into a film that took

connection like the moonlight room. ‘‘My most proud

place in a bus station waiting room. ‘‘I like writing about

moments were when I saw parents leaving the theatre in

public space because I see it as a way to capture interweav-

New York, talking about it with their children.’’

ing stories, the sense of different people’s lives intersecting.
There is a transitional quality to a waiting room, of people

— Gabriel Davis, Literary Assistant
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Alan Ayckbourn
Alan Ayckbourn’s talent for comedy is no joke: after
struggling for 6 years, his ﬁrst farce Relatively Speaking
made a splash that literally changed his entire life
– making him one of the most sought after comic
playwrights of our time.
“…written whilst I was at the BBC, it [Relatively
Speaking] wiped out my overdraft virtually
overnight. Stephen Joseph had suggested that I
try to write a ‘well made’ play (as opposed to this
experimental nonsense I’d been indulging in). I
tried to achieve this. It’s not that well made but it
was the best I’d managed up till then. When he
found it was over-running, characteristically he just
tore the middle pages out at random. Despite this it
seemed to work.”
– Alan Ayckbourn

The play opened on March 28, 1967 at the Duke of York’s
Theatre and was a massive success on the West End.
To this day Relatively Speaking is one of Sir Alan’s most
popular and most produced plays.
When commissioned to write the play by Stephen
Joseph (then Artistic Director of the Stephen Joseph
Theatre in Scarborough), Sir Alan was working as a
radio drama producer at the BBC in Leeds. Relatively
Speaking marked the beginning of a theme central to
much of Ayckbourn’s work: men and women’s inability
to get along with each other.

Alan Ayckbourn

In writing Relatively Speaking Ayckbourn also made connections which would prove
invaluable throughout his career. When the play transferred to London, under the
direction of Nigel Patrick, the character of Greg was played by a young Richard
Briers. Briers would go on to brilliantly portray characters in many of Sir Alan’s plays.
And the success of Relatively Speaking cemented Ayckbourn’s connection with
the Stephen Joseph Theatre as a playwright (he’d been performing with them as an
actor). To date seventy of his plays have premiered at SJT. Of those, over half have
moved to the West End or National Theatre. In 2008, he will step down as SJT’s
Artistic Director after 36 years of service.
Ayckbourn’s work has been translated into 40 languages and performed throughout
the world. He’s been nominated for a Tony Award for Best Play for Bedroom Farce
in 1979 and in 1976 won the Drama Desk Award for Unique Theatrical Experience
for his trilogy of plays The Norman Conquests: Living Together, Round and Round
the Garden and Table Manners. Nominations for the Drama Desk award include
Private Fears in Public Places (2006), Comic Potential (2001) and A Small
Family Business (1992). Ten of his shows have appeared on Broadway including
Absurd Person Singular (1974-76 and a revival in 2005), A Small Family Business
(1992), Bedroom Farce (1979) and with Andrew Lloyd Webber the musical By
Jeeves (2001).
He has received a number of honorary degrees including the Montblanc de la Culture
Award for Europe and a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Writers Guild of Great
Britain. A fellow at the Royal Shakespeare Company, he was honored with the title of
Commander in the British Empire in 1987 and in 1997 Ayckbourn was knighted Sir
Alan for services to the theatre.
Other plays by Ayckbourn include Communicating Doors, How the Other Half Loves,
Woman in Mind and House and Garden. He has also written several children’s plays
including Champion of Paribanou, Dad’s Tale and Christmas v Mastermind.

Something
Unexpected
Sometimes inspiration
is merely the knack for
recognizing a good idea
when one hears it. In
fact, the play’s satisfying
twist – involving the
slippers Greg discovers
under the bed – was
reportedly suggested
by Ayckbourn’s agent
during the pre-London
tour of the play.

INSIDER’SINSIGHTS
Souvenir | May 31 – June 16, 2007

When I Met My Muse
I glanced at her and took my glasses off
– they were still singing. They buzzed like
a locust on the coffee table and then ceased.
Her voice belled forth, and the sunlight bent.
I felt the ceiling arch and knew that nails
up there took a new grip on whatever they
touched. “I am your own way of looking
at things, “ she said. “When you allow me
to live with you, every glance at the world
around you will be a sort of salvation.” And
I took her hand. – William Stafford

Souvenir

DONALD CORREN & JUDY KAYE/PHOTO BY CAROL ROSEGG

(A Fantasia on the Life of
Florence Foster Jenkins)
Souvenir – generally deﬁned as an object one
brings back from a trip – in French means
literally: the act of remembering. That action is
at the heart of Stephen Temperley’s play of the
same name, wherein a struggling composer
Cosme McMoon attempts to make peace with
a lifetime of memories spent as accompanist to
Florence Foster Jenkins – a wealthy socialite
who despite all evidence to the contrary
believed herself to be a truly extraordinary
coloratura soprano. Based on real life events,
Temperley tells a story that is at once funny
and stirring. By ﬁltering the events through
McMoon’s narration, Temperley takes an
insightful look at a musical career, which could
easily have been perceived as nothing more
than a joke and elevates it – making it universal.
In his hands, Florence becomes a symbol
for the childlike enthusiasm within all of us to
play unabashedly at the very things we love,
regardless of our ability. In this way, Temperley’s
play speaks to everyone who harbors in his or
her heart an unacknowledged untried artist.
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Opera

O singer, if thou canst not dream,
Leave this song unsung
– Originally from “Die Mainacht” by Brahm:
notation on Florence Foster Jenkins 1934 program

In exploring the passion of Florence Foster Jenkins, Souvenir
examines the incredible power of Opera – a form which can be
traced back as far as ancient Greece, where dramas often included
an occasional song from the choir which served to further the plot.
In the 1500s, one of the most popular forms of music in Europe
was a madrigal, a song with a minimum of three distinct voices
singing different words at different times. As the story in the music
became more valued, audiences found the multiple voices of the
madrigal muddling the narrative, making it hard if not impossible
to follow. To solve the problem, recitatives were invented – a
technique in which the accompaniment holds a note while one
singer sings the musical line.

Florence
Foster Jenkins

The Voice in Lady Florence’s Head
(and in yours, too)
Lady Florence heard sublime melody when she sang, yet
everyone else heard something quite different. For our
purposes, let’s call this “the shower effect” because so many
are familiar with it. For those of us not blessed with perfect
pitch, the “shower effect” is that all too common phenomena
where our own singing sounds great in the shower, but when
we hear it on tape or friends hear it at a karaoke bar – well, the
sound is something quite different from the one in our head.
What makes for such a glaring contrast?

In 1594 Italian composer Jacopo Peri used recitatives in composing
the very ﬁrst opera, Dafne. Later, Peri wrote a piece of music, which
was performed between acts in the comedy La Pellegrina, and
so the intermedi – the musical interlude – was born. When Peri
composed his second opera, L’Euridice he utilized both recitative
and intermedi. By combining the styles of recitatives, intermedi
and that sacred music-drama style of oratorio, Claudio Monteverdi
created opera’s ﬁrst masterpiece, L’Orfeo, which premiered in
Mantua, Italy in 1607 and is still performed regularly today.
And while opera may be among the oldest art forms to endure through
the ages in many ways unchanged, it still speaks to even the younger
generations today. Just look at the popularity of singers like Andrea
Boccelli, Josh Groban and Charolette Church – with the latter two
incorporating opera into many of their albums as well. Among the
fastest growing audiences at the opera are Generation X-ers, whose
attendance increased nearly twenty percent in recent years. And
overall, opera is among the fastest growing of the performing arts
– with more than 20 million people of all ages attending every year.

And opera continues to inspire and inform other art forms. For
instance its impact on musical theatre is unmistakable: Elton
John and Tim Rice’s Aida is based on Verdi’s Opera of the same
The science of it is actually quite simple. When other people
name, Miss Saigon is based on Madame Butterﬂy, and Rent on
hear us speak their delicate seashell-shaped ears are
La Boheme. Operatic elements pervade
picking up vibrations in the air generated by our own
cinema as well, for example:
voice and passing through those delicate ears, a bunch
“Music was my refuge. modern
Fatal
Attraction,
A Room with a View,
of little bones in the head and their cochlea – a coiled
Philadelphia,
Diva,
Life is Beautiful,
I
could
crawl
into
tapered tube in the inner ear that is the primary sensory
Apocalypse
Now,
Hannah
and Her Sisters
organ of hearing. The sound is then transmitted to the
the spaces between the and The Fifth Element – with this ﬁnal
hearing department of the brain and translated into
example featuring a striking blue woman (an
meaningful words and phrases.
notes and curl my
extraterrestrial) performing opera aboard an
interstellar cruise ship; a projection by the
back to loneliness”
However, when we hear our own voice what we are
ﬁlmmaker that even in two hundred and ﬁfty
picking up is not so much the air vibrations that our
– Maya Angelou
more years opera will continue to captivate.
voices create and others receive, but the vibrations
our vocal chords send to our ear through our head
For modern audiences, accustomed to ﬁlm and television ﬁlled with
bones and muscles and sinuses. All that changes the sound
special effects, the expectation is for entertainment that dazzles the
signiﬁcantly. So when we hear ourselves speak – or sing
senses with breathtaking sound and spectacle. Opera fulﬁlls that
– more or less what we are hearing is the voice inside our
promise. With lush sets and costumes, phenomenal voices, and
head: a private, personal voice whose speciﬁc beauty is ours
stories with universal appeal and emotional truths that span time
and ours alone to know and appreciate.
and transcend the fad-oriented popular music of the day – opera is
as relevant today as when it was born (in its earliest incarnation) in
“What matters most is the music you hear in your head”
Ancient Greece.
– Souvenir’s Florence Foster Jenkins

